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About Us
Making each penny spent on the products worthy is the work of a quality-focused
company as it very well understands the concept of making quality & reliability speak
on behalf of the products. Tech Panacea is elated to let the valued patrons know that
we are a proud quality focused company gradually scaling to meet international
quality standards in the ﬁeld of Laboratory Instrumentation. Operating as a
manufacturer, our company is making clients have simply the best in functionality
and looks BOD Incubator, Walk-in Chambers, Freezers, Stability Chambers, Dual
Chambers, Vertical Autoclaves, Furnaces, Ovens etc. Since inception we have
attained great market recognition by offering exceptional quality products to our
valued Clientele. Each and every product undergoes wide series of quality checks in
order to come out as winner for a long term, defect free performance at the
Customer end. Products are well-stocked to serve all urgent market requirements.
Packaging is given utmost importance. For safe transportation, we make use of
strong and ﬁnest packaging materials.

Innovation At Work
It's not a fake applaud but a proud self-praise to introduce ourselves as a 'Single
company who perfectly understand the real meaning and idea of using the tool of
innovation'. We have been applying this tool of innovation at all right business places
to get maximum number of advantages in the form of increased client base thus
providing us with a competitive edge ahead of our competitors. Modern techniques
& latest tools are implemented in each process of manufacturing viz. Raw material
procurement, Managing inventory & stores, designing of Instruments in CAD for
better aesthetics, fabrication, assembly to ﬁnal quality testing etc.

Who Are We?
Customer-Focused- Our renowned company is highly customer-focused and this is
well-depicted in the honest way of doing business deals. Promise Keeper- We
honestly strive to live by all our commitments which we make during a business deal
pertaining to price/quality/performance/delivery & Customer support. QualityConscious- We work on a simple philosophy that "Use of quality raw material results
in a quality ﬁnal product". So for a maintenance free performance we always rely and
incorporate quality raw material in our products

Our Products

Sterilizers

Hot Air Oven Gmp Model

Laboratory Oven GMP Model

Hot Air Oven STD Model

Laboratory Oven STD Model

Stability Chamber STD Model

Industrial Oven

Ultra Low Bio Freezers

High Temperature Oven GMP

Stability Chamber GMP Model

Refrigerated Incubator Shaker

B.O.D. Incubator Std

Bacteriological Incubator
Memmert Gmp

Biological Oxygen Demand
Incubator

Bacteriological Incubator
Memmert STD Model

BOD Incubator STD Model

GMP Model BOD Incubator

Tray Dryer STD Model
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